Introduction
============

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is one of the most common psychiatric disorders, affecting approximately 6.8% of the population globally.[@b1-ndt-11-1805] It occurs following terrifying or life-threatening events such as military combat, traffic accidents, or natural disasters. Individuals suffering from PTSD experience a constellation of symptoms including re-experiencing, avoidance, negative cognitions and mood, and arousal.[@b2-ndt-11-1805] Given the high prevalence of PTSD and its substantial negative effect on behavior, mood, and cognition of the sufferers, it is essential to get a better understanding of the neurobiological basis of this disorder.

In the past decade, advances in functional neuroimaging, especially functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), have allowed researchers to identify the brain regions involved in the pathophysiology of PTSD. Most of these studies examined task-related brain activity by using different experiment paradigms, including symptom provocation, emotional processing, and cognitive activation.[@b3-ndt-11-1805] Based on these findings and animal research, the most accepted neurocircuitry model of PTSD posits that this disorder can be understood in terms of circuits involved in fear conditioning.[@b4-ndt-11-1805] Briefly, this model suggests amygdala hyperresponsivity to threat-related stimuli, with inadequate top--down governance over the amygdala by the anterior cingulate cortex/medial prefrontal cortex (ACC/mPFC) and hippocampus.[@b4-ndt-11-1805] In addition, many other brain regions have also been implicated in PTSD, including the insula, lateral prefrontal cortex, and visual cortex.[@b5-ndt-11-1805]

However, findings across studies are often inconsistent, perhaps due to different imaging modalities, varied experiment paradigms, heterogeneous subject samples, and small sample sizes.[@b6-ndt-11-1805] It is also worth noting that most fMRI studies utilized general linear model (GLM) analysis, which in effect focused on average brain activation and took temporal variance of blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal as noise.[@b7-ndt-11-1805] One problem of this model-driven method is that hemodynamic response may vary from region to region and even from trial to trial.[@b8-ndt-11-1805] Furthermore, recent research has indicated that BOLD signal variability is more than just noise, and examining it can greatly improve our understanding of aging and diseases involving cognitive impairment.[@b9-ndt-11-1805]

However, to date, no fMRI studies have investigated BOLD signal variability changes in emotion-related disorders, such as PTSD.

In this fMRI study, we first aimed to determine whether BOLD signal variability was altered in chronic PTSD patients during symptom provocation. Second, multiple regression analysis was performed to explore the relationship between BOLD signal variability and PTSD symptom severity. Lastly, the results were compared with those obtained with GLM analysis to identify the similarities and differences. We hypothesized that PTSD patients may show BOLD signal variability changes in regions previously suggested to be involved in PTSD, such as the hippocampus and ACC/mPFC. Given that signal variability analysis and GLM analysis focused on different characteristics of BOLD signal, there might be some differences in the activation- and variability-based brain patterns.

Methods
=======

Participants and clinical assessment
------------------------------------

This study was approved by the ethical committees of the Second Xiangya Hospital and the Central South of University, and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Seventeen right-handed male PTSD patients and 14 right-handed male age-matched subjects without PTSD were recruited. All subjects were exposed to a devastating coal mining accident in 2005, and 2 years had elapsed when they took part in the current study. PTSD patients met DSM-IV (*Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* -- IV Edition) criteria for current PTSD as confirmed by the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS).[@b10-ndt-11-1805] Comorbid disorders were examined via the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV.[@b11-ndt-11-1805]

The exclusion criteria included a history of head injury or loss of consciousness, significant medical and neurological conditions, other lifetime or current psychiatric disorders, alcohol or drug abuse or dependence, or the use of psychiatric medication. Subjects with MRI contraindications or excessive head movement during MRI scanning were also excluded. Of the original participants, five PTSD patients were excluded due to comorbidity including depression and/or alcohol abuse, resulting in 12 PTSD patients and 14 control subjects included in the data analysis.

Symptom provocation
-------------------

The symptom provocation procedure had been described previously.[@b12-ndt-11-1805] Stimuli consisted of 20 trauma-related pictures and 20 affectively neutral pictures, which were shown to all subjects the day before fMRI scanning. These two sets of pictures were balanced with regard to color, luminance, and complexity. The block design was +N-C-N-C+ (+, rest; N, neutral pictures; C, coal mining accident-related pictures). Subjects were instructed to pay attention to the pictures, but no behavior response was required. Each picture was presented for 6 seconds, and the total scanning lasted for 5 minutes.

fMRI data acquisition and preprocessing
---------------------------------------

MRI scans were performed on a GE Signa 1.5 T scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) with a standard quadrature head coil. The sections were placed approximately parallel to the anterior commissure--posterior commissure line. The BOLD signal was acquired with echo-planar imaging sequences using the following parameters: repetition time/echo time (TR/TE) = 3,000/60 milliseconds, flip angle =90°, field of view =240×240 mm^2^, matrix =64×64, slices number =18, slice thickness =5 mm, intersection gap =1.5 mm, and total volume number =250. The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>). Briefly, the data were slice-time-corrected, realigned, normalized to standard Montreal Neurological Institute template, re-sampled into 3×3×3 mm^3^ voxels, and smoothed with an 8 mm Gaussian kernel.

GLM analysis
------------

Brain regions involved in the symptom provocation task were identified using GLM analysis. In the first-level analysis for each participant, the evoked BOLD response was modeled with a boxcar function convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function, with movement parameters from the realignment stage entered as covariates. Three first-level contrasts were created: 1) neutral vs baseline contrast, 2) traumatic vs baseline contrast, and 3) traumatic vs neutral contrast.

Contrast images were then entered into a random-effect two-sample *t*-test to determine the group difference, with age and education level included as covariates. Subsequently, multiple regression analysis was performed voxel-wise using SPM8 to investigate the association between brain response (using "con" images) and PTSD symptom severity (CAPS total scores) across all subjects and in the PTSD group. Unless otherwise specified, a combined height--extent threshold (voxel-wise *P*\<0.01) was used to correct for multiple comparisons (corrected *P*\<0.05). This threshold adjustment based on Monte Carlo simulations was applied utilizing AlphaSim within the REST toolbox (<http://resting-fmri.sourceforge.net>). For independent *t*-tests and multiple regression analyses, the corrected threshold was calculated within areas showing significant response in each contrast of interest within all subjects as a group.

BOLD signal variability analysis
--------------------------------

Standard deviation (SD) was used as a measure of temporal variability of BOLD signal.[@b13-ndt-11-1805] First, the average time series from white matter and cerebrospinal fluid and the estimated six movement parameters were further regressed from the preprocessed voxel time series.[@b14-ndt-11-1805],[@b15-ndt-11-1805] After that, the time series were shifted by 2 TR (6 seconds) to account for the hemodynamic delay,[@b16-ndt-11-1805],[@b17-ndt-11-1805] and an additional block normalization procedure was performed. All blocks within each condition were normalized so that the overall four-dimensional mean across brain and block was 100 to correct for possible low-frequency artifacts.[@b14-ndt-11-1805],[@b15-ndt-11-1805] For each voxel, the block mean was subtracted, and all blocks for each task condition (trauma-related and neutral pictures were presented in the traumatic condition and the neutral condition, respectively) were concatenated.[@b14-ndt-11-1805],[@b15-ndt-11-1805] Then voxel SDs were calculated across the concatenated time series for both task conditions using an in-house software. For standard purpose, the SD maps were normalized by the following formula: normalized SD = (SD − global mean SD)/standard deviation of voxel SDs.

A repeated-measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the group × task interaction. Unpaired *t* contrasts were conducted to identify the SD difference between groups. Furthermore, multiple regression analyses were performed to examine the correlation between PTSD symptom severity and SD in the traumatic, neutral, and traumatic vs neutral condition across all subjects as well as in the PTSD group. The results were corrected for multiple comparisons using AlphaSim, as described earlier.

Results
=======

Demographic and clinical variables
----------------------------------

The demographic and clinical characteristics of both the PTSD group and the control group are summarized in [Table 1](#t1-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="table"}. The PTSD group and the control group were similar in terms of age (*P*=0.131) and education level (*P*=0.163). PTSD patients showed significantly higher CAPS total scores, re-experiencing, avoidance, and hyperarousal scores (*P*\<0.005) compared with controls.

Task-related brain response
---------------------------

Compared with controls, PTSD patients showed significantly increased activation in the right middle occipital gyrus (MOG; 48, −72, 21; *t*=4.14; *k*=86 voxels) in the traumatic vs baseline condition (*P*\<0.05, AlphaSim-corrected) ([Figure 1A](#f1-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant brain response difference between the two groups in the neutral vs baseline condition or in the traumatic vs neutral condition. Across all subjects, CAPS total scores negatively correlated with brain activation in the left hippocampus (−27, −12, −12; *t*=−4.06; *k*=8 voxels) in the traumatic vs baseline condition ([Figure 1B](#f1-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}), and the right ACC/mPFC (9, 48, 27; *t*=−7.26; *k*=25 voxels) in the traumatic vs neutral condition (*P*\<0.001, uncorrected) ([Figure 1C](#f1-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}). In the PTSD group, CAPS total scores negatively correlated with brain activation in the left hippocampus (−24, −12, −9; *t*=−3.74; *k*=5 voxels) (*P*\<0.01, uncorrected) and the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) in the traumatic vs baseline condition ([Figure S1A and B](#SD1-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the left dlPFC in the neutral vs baseline condition ([Figure S1C](#SD1-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the right ACC/mPFC in the traumatic vs neutral condition (*P*\<0.05, AlphaSim-corrected) ([Figure S1D](#SD1-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

BOLD signal variability
-----------------------

The ANOVA analysis of SD revealed no significant group × task interaction. In the neutral condition, PTSD patients showed increased SD in left insula and calcarine, and decreased SD in the left parahippocampal gyrus (PHG) and right dlPFC relative to controls. In the traumatic condition, PTSD patients showed increased SD in the left insula, vermis, and bilateral anterior cingulate cortices/ventral medial prefrontal cortices (ACCs/vmPFCs), and decrease SD in the left postcentral gyrus/precentral gyrus (PoCG/PreCG) compared with controls ([Table 2](#t2-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2](#f2-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}).

Multiple regression analysis revealed a positive correlation between CAPS total scores and SD in the left insula, vermis, and bilateral ACC/vmPFC, and a negative correlation between CAPS total scores and SD in the left PHG/putamen in the neutral condition across all subjects. In the PTSD group, CAPS total scores positively correlated with SD in the left ACC/vmPFC and negatively correlated with SD in the left PoCG/PreCG and right dlPFC in the neutral condition ([Figure S2A](#SD2-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, CAPS total scores positively correlated with SD in the left insula, vermis, bilateral ACC/vmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortices, and posterior cingulate cortices/precuneus, and negatively correlated with SD in the left caudate and PoCG/PreCG in the traumatic condition ([Table 3](#t3-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 3](#f3-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}). In the PTSD group, a negative correlation was found between CAPS total scores and SD in the left PoCG/PreCG in the traumatic condition ([Figure S2B](#SD2-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Post hoc check for susceptibility artifact signal loss
------------------------------------------------------

Given the relative long TE (60 milliseconds) used in the fMRI scan and the detection of group difference in brain activation or BOLD signal variability in the left PHG and right ACC/vmPFC, which are regions prone to fMRI signal loss,[@b18-ndt-11-1805] we conducted qualitative comparisons of the mean T2\* signal in these regions. To do so, the mean T2\* maps of one volume (the 15th) were created for the PTSD group and the control group, respectively, to show that there were adequate signals in these two regions ([Figure 4A and B](#f4-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}).

Reliable measurement of BOLD signal variability
-----------------------------------------------

Although great efforts were made to accurately measure SD (see BOLD signal variability analysis), one potential remaining concern was whether the calculated SD of each task condition was "condition-pure". For example, it was possible that a traumatic block may be impacted by the preceding neutral block (and vice versa).[@b15-ndt-11-1805] If this was true, the impact of a preceding block on variance within the first portion should be different from that on variance within later portions of the succeeding block. To test this, we calculated spit-half reliability on whole brain SD from concatenated first and second block halves for each task condition. Subsequently, spit-half reliability was examined for the PTSD group and control group separately.

The results showed that split-half reliability was good (*r*=0.9848 and 0.9844 for the neutral condition and the traumatic condition, respectively) ([Figure 5A and B](#f5-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}), with no clear difference in SD between the block halves. Both the PTSD group (*r*=0.9650 and 0.9678) ([Figure 5C and D](#f5-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}) and the control group (*r*=0.9778 and 0.9746) ([Figure 5E and F](#f5-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}) were similarly reliable for the two task conditions. Furthermore, when the analyses were performed only for voxels with significant group difference (voxels visible in [Figures 2](#f2-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#f3-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="fig"}), good split-half reliability was also revealed for the full sample (*r*=0.9770 and 0.9773), PTSD group (*r*=0.9678 and 0.9710), and control group (*r*=0.9636 and 0.9580). Therefore, we found no evidence that SD values were markedly impacted by signal spillover.

Discussion
==========

Using GLM and SD analysis, we investigated PTSD-related changes in brain activation and BOLD signal variability during symptom provocation. We found increased activation in the MOG in PTSD patients relative to controls, and an inverse correlation between PTSD symptom severity and brain activation in the hippocampus and ACC/mPFC. By contrast, SD analysis revealed widely distributed brain abnormality in PTSD, including both increased and decreased SD, which was further confirmed by the correlation results.

Functional correlates and measures of brain variability
-------------------------------------------------------

Based on the assumption that central tendency reflects the most representative value in a distribution, previous fMRI research has mainly examined average brain activation using GLM analysis.[@b14-ndt-11-1805] Not until recently have researchers recognized that BOLD signal variability is functional and could offer novel views of brain function.[@b9-ndt-11-1805] Protzner speculated that BOLD variability is a metric that reflects what the system is capable of doing, whereas signal change in a specific contrast reflects what the system is doing.[@b19-ndt-11-1805] Others found that brain signal variability may reflect functional connectivity between regions, providing information about the level of functional integration.[@b20-ndt-11-1805],[@b21-ndt-11-1805] Moreover, stochastic resonance research suggests that there is an optimal level of "noise" that facilitates neural function,[@b14-ndt-11-1805],[@b22-ndt-11-1805] so it is possible that greater variability is required in some regions for optimal function, but not in others.[@b14-ndt-11-1805]

The simplest measures of temporal brain signal variability include SD and mean square successive differences.[@b23-ndt-11-1805] Another commonly applied family of measures, such as multiscale entropy, examines signal complexity or temporal unpredictability.[@b9-ndt-11-1805] In the frequency domain, calculation of power provides an index of the amplitude of sinusoidal oscillations within and across frequencies, thus serving as a specific form of signal variability.[@b9-ndt-11-1805] Similarly, in resting-state fMRI studies, examining amplitude of low-frequency fluctuations (ALFF), which is equal to taking the square root of the power in a particular frequency range, can be a measure of BOLD signal variability.[@b7-ndt-11-1805]

Brain activation changes
------------------------

In this study, between-group difference in brain response during symptom provocation was found only in the right MOG, which showed greater activation in PTSD patients than in controls in the traumatic vs baseline condition. The MOG is a part of the visual association cortex and plays an important role in sensory processing of visuospatial information. It has also been implicated in flashback and emotional aspects of visual stimuli.[@b24-ndt-11-1805],[@b25-ndt-11-1805] Therefore, increased activation in the MOG may underline re-experiencing symptoms of PTSD patients. In line with our finding, the involvement of MOG in PTSD-specific processing of traumatic stimuli has been shown in multiple functional imaging studies.[@b26-ndt-11-1805]

The multiple regression analysis showed a negative correlation between PTSD symptom severity and brain activation in the hippocampus and ACC/mPFC, indicating that PTSD patients with more severe symptoms had lower activation in these regions during symptom provocation. The hippocampus is important for encoding and recognition of declarative memories and environmental cues, while the ACC/mPFC is involved in extinction of fear memories.[@b27-ndt-11-1805] In accordance with our results, reduced volume and decreased activation in both regions have been frequently reported in previous research.[@b3-ndt-11-1805],[@b28-ndt-11-1805] Taken together, the current results support a traditional neurocircuitry model of PTSD implicating impaired brain function of the ACC/mPFC and hippocampus,[@b4-ndt-11-1805] and suggest declarative memory impairments, deficits in identifying safe contexts, and aberrant fear inhibition in PTSD.[@b27-ndt-11-1805]

BOLD signal variability alterations
-----------------------------------

In this study, SD was used to measure BOLD signal variability. We found increased SD in the insula, ACC/vmPFC, vermis, and calcarine in PTSD, which was supported by the correlation analysis. The insula is involved in monitoring internal bodily states and is activated during processing of a variety of negative emotions.[@b29-ndt-11-1805] The mPFC is a key node of the neurocircuitry model of PTSD and commonly shows decreased activation during symptom provocation.[@b3-ndt-11-1805] The vermis plays a role in fear conditioning consolidation.[@b30-ndt-11-1805] Collectively, increased SD in these regions may be associated with heightened interoceptive awareness, proneness to anxiety, and abnormal fear response in PTSD patients.[@b27-ndt-11-1805] Partially consistent with our results, increased ALFF in the insula, ACC/mPFC, and vermis was revealed in several recent resting-state fMRI studies on PTSD.[@b31-ndt-11-1805],[@b32-ndt-11-1805]

We also found decreased SD in the PHG, dlPFC, and PoCG/PreCG in PTSD patients, and a negative correlation between PTSD symptom severity and SD in the PHG, PoCG/PreCG, caudate, and putamen. The PHG is closely functionally related to the hippocampus, and is involved in episodic and contextual memory, as well as emotional response.[@b33-ndt-11-1805] It is also suggested that the posterior PHG is more involved in cognitive processing, while the anterior PHG is more involved in emotion regulation.[@b34-ndt-11-1805] The current results show an involvement of the anterior PHG, indicating impaired modulation of emotional processing, in particular, fear and anxiety in PTSD. The dlPFC plays a vital role in executive function, working memory, and attentional control processes. Thus, it is possible that abnormal function of the dlPFC may reflect PTSD patients' difficulty challenging negative thoughts to cope with emotional stimuli.[@b35-ndt-11-1805] Supporting our results, both the PHG and dlPFC have been implicated in PTSD by structural as well as functional imaging studies,[@b6-ndt-11-1805],[@b34-ndt-11-1805],[@b35-ndt-11-1805] and decreased ALFF in the dlPFC in PTSD patients were reported in two recent resting-state fMRI studies.[@b31-ndt-11-1805],[@b36-ndt-11-1805]

Our finding of decreased SD in the PoCG/PreCG was partially consistent with a recent meta-analysis on symptom provocation showing less activation in the left temporal cortex and bilateral PoCG.[@b37-ndt-11-1805] The authors interpreted the results as reflecting increased self-referential processing at the cost of the capacity to process concomitant environmental stimuli in PTSD patients. Both the PreCG and striatum (including caudate and putamen) modulate motor responses to stress, so decreased SD in these regions may be associated with tonic immobility in PTSD.[@b38-ndt-11-1805],[@b39-ndt-11-1805] Moreover, the striatum is also involved in reward anticipation and response.[@b40-ndt-11-1805] We speculate that impaired recruitment of this region may in part mediate loss of appreciation of pleasure, leading to anhedonia/emotional numbing in PTSD.[@b41-ndt-11-1805]

Brain activation analysis vs brain variability analysis
-------------------------------------------------------

The current results show that both the GLM and SD analyses support the involvement of the ACC/mPFC, hippocampus/PHG, and visual cortex in the pathophysiology of PTSD. However, the SD analysis also indicate altered brain function in many other related regions, including the insula, PoCG/PreCG, and striatum, suggesting SD may be a different but more sensitive biomarker of PTSD. Interestingly, we found similar SD changes in the traumatic and neutral conditions in multiple regions, which were also shown to have altered BOLD signal variability (measured by ALFF) during resting state.[@b31-ndt-11-1805],[@b32-ndt-11-1805],[@b36-ndt-11-1805] This finding accords with a previous report suggesting that BOLD signal variability appeared to relate to function of clinically relevant brain structures, regardless of task engagement.[@b19-ndt-11-1805]

Study limitations
-----------------

The strength of present study was absence of comorbidy in all participants, which could significantly reduce confounds when interpreting the results. However, the sample size was small, and this may partially explain the limited between-group differences in brain activation. It should also be noted that all participants were male survivors of a mining accident. Thus, findings may not generalize to a female population or PTSD arising from other types of trauma. Furthermore, the stimulus paradigm design may lead to refractoriness in the BOLD response, which may compromise the estimation of activation for task conditions, given that baseline condition was only acquired at the beginning and end of the scan. Finally, the brain variability results may be affected by high-frequency physiological artifacts. Nevertheless, stable SD differences between groups were revealed in both task conditions, which were further validated by the correlation analyses. Future studies with larger sample size and with different task designs are needed to confirm our findings and examine BOLD signal variability in relation to other structure or functional brain-related variables,[@b42-ndt-11-1805] such as functional connectivity, to better understand the physiological meaning of this measure.

Conclusion
==========

In summary, SD analysis in the current study revealed brain function changes in multiple regions involved in PTSD, indicating that BOLD signal variability may provide new insight into the neural mechanism of PTSD. Furthermore, compared with GLM analysis, this method showed relatively constant and more widely distributed brain patterns during different task conditions. Taken together, BOLD signal variability may be a reliable and sensitive biomarker of PTSD, and combining GLM and SD analysis may produce complementary findings.

Supplementary materials
=======================

###### 

Correlation results revealed by GLM analyses for the PTSD group.

**Notes:** In the PTSD group, PTSD symptom severity negatively correlates with brain activation in the left hippocampus (*P*\<0.01, uncorrected) (**A**) and the left dlPFC (**B**) in the traumatic vs baseline condition, the left dlPFC (**C**) in the neutral vs baseline condition, and the right ACC/mPFC (**D**) in the traumatic vs neutral condition (*P*\<0.05, AlphaSim-corrected). x, y and z indicate Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates. For regions shown in sagittal, coronal and axial perspective, x, y and z MNI coordinates are given, respectively.

**Abbreviations:** GLM, general linear model; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex.

###### 

Correlation results revealed by SD analyses for the PTSD group.

**Notes:** (**A**) In the PTSD group, PTSD symptom severity positively correlates with SD in the left ACC/vmPFC and negatively correlates with SD in the left PoCG/PreCG and right dlPFC in the neutral condition; (**B**) a negative correlation is found between PTSD symptom severity and SD in the left PoCG/PreCG in the traumatic condition (*P*\<0.05, AlphaSim corrected). x, y and z indicate Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates. For regions shown in sagittal, coronal and axial perspective, x, y and z MNI coordinates are given, respectively.

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; PreCG, precentral gyrus; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
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![Between-group differences and correlation results revealed by GLM analyses.\
**Notes:** PTSD patients show increased activation in the right MOG (**A**) relative to controls in the traumatic vs baseline condition (*P*\<0.05, AlphaSim-corrected). Across all subjects, PTSD symptom severity negatively correlates with brain activation in the left hippocampus (**B**) in the traumatic vs baseline condition and the right ACC/mPFC (**C**) in the traumatic vs neutral condition (*P*\<0.001, not corrected).\
**Abbreviations:** GLM, general linear model; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; MOG, middle occipital gyrus; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; L, left; R, right.](ndt-11-1805Fig1){#f1-ndt-11-1805}

![SD differences between the PTSD and control groups.\
**Notes:** PTSD patients show increased SD in left insula and calcarine, and decreased SD in the left PHG and right dlPFC compared with controls in the traumatic condition, as well as increased SD in the left insula, vermis and bilateral ACC/vmPFC, and decreased SD in the left PoCG/PreCG relative to controls in the neutral condition (*P*\<0.05, AlphaSim corrected).\
**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; PreCG, precentral gyrus; L, left; R, right.](ndt-11-1805Fig2){#f2-ndt-11-1805}

![Results of correlation analysis between SD and PTSD symptom severity.\
**Notes:** Across all subjects, PTSD symptom severity positively correlates with SD in the left insula, vermis, and bilateral ACC/vmPFC in both the neutral and traumatic conditions, and negatively correlates with SD in the left PHG/putamen in the neutral condition and left caudate and PoCG/PreCG in the traumatic condition (*P*\<0.05, AlphaSim-corrected).\
**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; PreCG, precentral gyrus; L, left; R, right.](ndt-11-1805Fig3){#f3-ndt-11-1805}

![T2\* signals in the left PHG and right ACC/vmPFC in the PTSD group and the control group.\
**Notes:** The regions of the PHG and ACC/vmPFC are often prone to loss of T2\* signal due to susceptibility artifact. Here it is shown that both groups show adequate T2\* signals in these two regions. The mean T2\* images of the PTSD group (left panels) and the control group (right panels) are shown with the crosshairs on the left PHG (**A**) and right ACC/vmPFC (**B**) (middle panels), regions that showed between-group difference in brain activation or SD of BOLD signal.\
**Abbreviations:** PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; SD, standard deviation; BOLD, blood oxygen level-dependent.](ndt-11-1805Fig4){#f4-ndt-11-1805}

![Results of block spit-half reliability analyses of SD for the full sample, PTSD group and control group.\
**Notes:** Correlation between whole-brain SD values of BOLD signal from the first block halves and those from the second block halves for the neutral condition (**A**, **C**, **E**) and traumatic condition (**B**, **D**, **F**) in the full sample (left panel: **A**, **B**), PTSD group (middle panel: **C**, **D**), and control group (right panel: **E**, **F**).\
**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; BOLD, blood oxygen level-dependent.](ndt-11-1805Fig5){#f5-ndt-11-1805}

###### 

Demographic and clinical data of PTSD patients and controls

  Characteristic      PTSD (n=12)   Control (n=14)   *P*-value[a](#tfn2-ndt-11-1805){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------- ------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  Age (years)         37.7±3.8      40.8±5.4         0.131
  Education (years)   8.0±1.7       9.1±1.9          0.163
  CAPS total score    59.8±21.1     21.4±15.3        \<0.001
  Re-experiencing     15.9±8.5      3.1±4.8          \<0.001
  Avoidance           24.5±10.5     6.8±7.3          \<0.001
  Hyperarousal        19.5±4.9      11.5±6.3         0.003

**Notes:** Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation.

*P*-values are results of independent sample *t*-tests.

**Abbreviations:** PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; CAPS, clinical administrated PTSD scale.

###### 

Regions showing SD differences between the PTSD and control groups

  Brain region          Cluster size   *t*-score   MNI coordinates (x, y, z)
  --------------------- -------------- ----------- ---------------------------
  Neutral condition                                
    Insula              62             +4.27       −39, −9, −6
   Calcarine            76             +4.41       −3, −75, 9
   PHG/temporal pole    47             −3.46       −21, 9, −27
   dlPFC                50             −3.89       33, 48, 42
  Traumatic condition                              
   Insula               87             +4.06       −39, 0, 3
   Culmen/vermis        60             +3.31       0, −52, −6
   ACC/vmPFC            67             +3.38       15, 42, 15
   PoCG/PreCG           58             −3.74       −54, −9, 51

**Note:** Positive sign represents increase in the PTSD group, negative sign represents a decrease.

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; PreCG, precentral gyrus.

###### 

Results of correlation analysis between SD and PTSD symptom severity

  Brain region          Cluster size   *t*-score   MNI coordinates (x, y, z)
  --------------------- -------------- ----------- ---------------------------
  Neutral condition                                
   Insula               50             +4.24       −45, 3, 3
   Culmen/vermis        60             +3.02       0, −51, −6
   ACC/vmPFC            78             +3.98       −12, 48, 3
   PHG/putamen          52             −3.34       −21, 15, −9
  Traumatic condition                              
   Insula               63             +4.11       −42, −6, −6
   Culmen/vermis        59             +3.24       3, −48, −15
   ACC/vmPFC            74             +4.01       −1, 51, 0
   dmPFC                47             +3.63       −1, 54, 42
   PCC/precuneus        49             +3.21       −1, −42, 33
   Caudate              58             −4.44       −18, 15, 12
   PoCG/PreCG           73             −4.74       −45, −15, 60

**Notes:** Negative sign represents inverse correlation across all subjects. The cluster PHG/putamen means the cluster extends from putamen to PHG.

**Abbreviations:** SD, standard deviation; PTSD, post-traumatic stress disorder; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; dmPFC, dorsomedial cingulate cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; PreCG, precentral gyrus.
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